
Making Healthcare Accessible To Millions 

Business Challenge
The client wanted to introduce online member services on their mobile website to provide flexible options for their 
users to access personal information and quality healthcare services much faster. With most of their competitors 
already providing mobile services, the client needed a solution that would help them go to market as fast as possible.

Our Solution

Approach: 

CSS Corp was extremely flexible while working with the Client. A 
technical architect was appointed who was quick to analyze the 
systems at the client’s location and a development team was 
made ready in two weeks.

Execution: 

By deploying a proprietary platform, SMARTWeb, CSS Corp 
accelerated the creation of a mobile website and drastically 
reduced time-to-market to 10 weeks. 95% of the testing was 
automated using CSS Corp’s test framework, which was 
provided as a value-added service and helped the client avoid 
investments in testing tools.

About Client
The client is a not-for-profit, taxpaying 

health insurer serving more than 
3.6 million members in the US.

Analytics and adaptability creates happy customers and it makes all the difference in this 
highly competitive landscape.

Business Outcomes: 

The client benefited from lower cost of application development due to the 
reuse of existing web applications — a SMARTWeb-based solution is 
about 40% cheaper than building a standalone mobile website.

Cost Savings

Within three months, the client’s mobile website was serving 500 
visitors a day. The client has since been able to close the gap with its 
competition in mobile access of their services. Their customers are 
able to maximize the potential of on-demand healthcare insurance.

Customer Experience

As a result of reduction in repeat calls, there was a significant 
improvement in customer satisfaction, evident from a sustained 
CSAT performance averaging at 92.44%.

Customer Experience

Key Takeaway

For more information, please email us at info@csscorp.com
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